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ABSTRACT
Analysis Of Machine Learning Classifier Performance In Adding Custom
Gestures To The Leap Motion
Eric Yun

The use of supervised machine learning to extend the capabilities and overall
viability of motion sensing input devices has been an increasingly popular
avenue of research since the release of the Leap Motion in 2013. The device's
optical sensors are capable of recognizing and tracking key features of a user's
hands and fingers, which can be obtained and manipulated through a robust API.
This makes statistical classification ideal for tackling the otherwise laborious and
error prone nature of adding new programmer-defined gestures to the set of
recognized gestures.
Although a handful of studies have explored the effectiveness of machine
learning with the Leap Motion, none to our knowledge have run a comparative
performance analysis of classification algorithms or made use of more than
several of them in their experiments. The aim of this study is to improve the
reliability of detecting newly added gestures by identifying the classifiers that
produce the best results. To this end, a formal analysis of the most popular
classifiers used in the field of machine learning was performed to determine
those most appropriate to the requirements of the Leap Motion. A recording and
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evaluation system was developed to collect recordings of gestures that could
then be used to train a classification prediction model, as well as calculate the
training run time and performance statistics for each of the classifiers tested. It is
from these measurements made under the framework of this study that a
recommendation of classifiers can be made.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION

The use of visual-based gesture recognition as a form of interaction with
computational devices is a continuously expanding field with significant potential.
This interaction approach seeks to achieve a less invasive and more natural form
of interaction, allowing a high degree of freedom and intuitive feel without the
need to touch anything. The effective application of gesture recognition offers
significant potential in a range of fields such as human-computer interaction,
smart home systems, virtual reality, video gaming, sign language recognition,
and robotics [7, 14]. With the introduction of low cost depth and time-of-flight
camera devices over the past few years, such as the Microsoft Kinect and the
Intel RealSense Camera, the acquisition of 3D data has become readily available
to the mass market. This has made it possible for natural interfaces based on the
obtained 3D data to be employable in commercial applications.
The Leap Motion, a small USB-powered controller initially released in July
2013, is one such motion sensing input device designed specifically to more
accurately track hand features at the expense of the rest of the body to aid in
hand gesture recognition. Equipped with two monochromatic IR cameras and
three infrared LEDs, the Leap Motion is capable of tracking the hand orientation
and the position of fingertips and finger joints [20]. The software provided with the
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Leap Motion is capable of extracting the relevant data points without needing to
use computer vision algorithms, and allows the device to recognize a small set of
basic gestures out of the box. The gestures recognized by the Leap Motion API
as of the version 2 release in May 2014 are a finger-drawn circle, a forward
'screen' tap, a downward 'keyboard' tap, and a sideways finger swipe.
Unfortunately, the Leap Motion cannot simply scan in and detect custom
gestures with a quick button press or a single function call built into the standard
API. For this device to be of use to software developers with unique development
goals, it must be able to support different static and dynamic gestures of
significant complexity [9]. This requires coding in the desired gestures by tracking
hand features in each frame of a recorded gesture throughout the length of the
recording. Developing an algorithm that can track changes in these features in
each frame without losing significant accuracy as the set of gestures grows can
be a difficult and error prone process. Some recent attempts to address this
challenge include manipulating a Leap Motion-controlled adaptive robotic arm by
comparing the current frame of an arm movement to its previous frame [1], and
uniquely identifying hand gestures by treating key frames of motion trajectories
as still images [11, 22].
Another increasingly popular means of tracking hand features in a more
efficient and less painstaking manner is through the use of machine learning
classifiers [6, 14]. By recording gestures as a list of frames, tagging each list for
identification, and then serializing the data, a reasonably large training set can be
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put together for use in a supervised training model using ten-fold cross validation.
A classification algorithm designed for machine learning is used to build the
model between human actions and computer responses to correctly identify a
gesture. This model can be further improved upon by adding to the existing
training data and retraining with the data.
Although a number of studies and papers have explored the effectiveness
of machine learning with the Leap Motion over the past couple of years, none to
our knowledge have performed a formal study of the effectiveness of the most
popular classifiers for identifying hand gestures. The primary focus of this study
is to improve the overall effectiveness of adding gestures through machine
learning by examining which classifiers provided the best results in terms of
accurate gesture identification. To this end, a sizable data set of recordings for 12
different gestures were collected and used to train prediction models with a
popular machine learning suite called Waikato Environment for Knowledge
Analysis (Weka). The workbench software currently provides 47 different
classifiers that support cross validation, numeric attributes, and multi-value
nominal classes, making them suitable for supervised learning with the gesture
data set. Performance measures are tracked for each classifier to see which
ones produced the most accurate prediction models in a reasonable amount of
time.
The rest of this document is organized as follows: Chapter 2 provides
background information on machine learning, classifications algorithms, the
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Weka suite, and performance evaluation metrics. Chapter 3 discusses related
works. Chapter 4 outlines the methodology used to run the study of classification
performance. Chapter 5 reviews the results obtained from the study. Chapter 6
proposes possible future work for this study. Chapter 7 provides concluding
remarks about this thesis.
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Chapter 2
BACKGROUND

2.1 Machine Learning

Machine learning is a subfield of computer science derived from the study of
pattern recognition and learning theory in artificial intelligence. It has been
described as a methodology that can “detect patterns in data, and then use the
uncovered patterns to predict future data, or to perform other kinds of decision
making under uncertainty” [17]. The data that was collected for this study are
hand gestures, which are scanned in by the Leap Motion device as a list of
frames. Each gesture was tagged with the correct gesture type by the user. Each
frame within each gesture contains a number of features regarding physical
attributes about the motion and position of the hand. These features are directly
provided by the Leap Motion, and can be obtained through method calls provided
by the included API. Since a large amount of tagged user input was needed, the
project made use of supervised learning, meaning that the data was already
labeled before the training stage of machine learning to produce more accurate
predictors.

5

Figure 2.1 Supervised Learning Workflow [2]

Once a large enough set of user-provided hand gesture data is collected
and properly tagged, the supervised learning process begins. A feature set
relevant to the expected output must be extracted from the collected hand
frames. Some examples of relevant features for this project include the average
grip strength, the average distance between each adjacent fingertip, the ratio of
the number of consecutive frames in which the hand moves forward, and the
ratio of the number of consecutive frames where all five fingers of a hand are
extended. A significant body of other relevant features were also used throughout
the study, and will be noted in the methodology section of this document.
Considering the large amount of data provided by these hand frames, selecting
the most suitable features is a critical and difficult task, and remains an open
problem in machine learning to date.
Once the feature set has been extracted, the data is divided into a training
set and a testing set. Typically, at least half of the data set is used for training the
classification model, with the remaining data used to test the classifier
6

afterwards. A classifier is an algorithm that attempts to predict the correct
classification based on patterns in the feature set. In this study, a model
validation technique called ten-fold cross validation was used to divide the
feature set and train the classification model, and will be discussed further in the
next section. During the training process, a classifier looks at both the features
and the expected output to learn which features are the best predictors for
certain outputs [19]. Once a classifier has been trained, it is applied to the testing
set to make predictions without looking at the expected output. Once a prediction
is made, the expected output is compared with the prediction.

2.2 Ten-Fold Cross Validation

Cross validation, also known as rotation validation or rotation estimation, is a
technique for subpartitioning a data set into the necessary training and test sets,
such that the entire data set will eventually be used in both subsets [10]. In k-fold
cross validation, the data is first divided equally into k different subsets, also
known as folds. One of these folds will be made into a test set, with the
remaining folds being used as the training set. Once a classifier has been trained
and made its predictions on the test set, the test set becomes part of the training
set while one of the other training folds becomes the new training set. The
classifier is trained once again, and the cycle repeats until all k data folds have
had its turn as the test set.
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The advantage of this validation method is that all observed data are used
in both the training and test sets, and each observation in a data set is used for
validation exactly once. This helps to address the issue of overfitting while
developing an effective prediction model. Using a higher number of folds in cross
validation will typically produce a more accurate predictor, although it will require
significantly more data to ultimately achieve this accuracy. Ten-fold (k=10) cross
validation is commonly used by researchers, since it is largely considered to
have a good balance of producing good prediction results with a reasonable
amount of data to train with [16].

Figure 2.2 10-fold Cross Validation [10]

2.3 Classifiers

In machine learning, classification is the identification of which categories an
observation belongs to. To achieve this, algorithms known as classifiers are used
to concretely correlate identifying features to an observation's correct categories.
Classification can be either binary, meaning that an observation can be one of
only two possible classes, or multiclass, meaning that an observation can be one
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of a larger range of classes. The features that are observed for classification may
be categorical (e.g. plane, car, motorcycle, train), ordinal (e.g. high, medium, low)
or numerical. Classifiers that were analyzed for the purposes of this thesis must
support both multiclass classification and numerical features, since they must
identify from a large number of possible hand gestures and handle numerical
data derived from the Leap Motion.
47 different classifiers which were capable of managing the data provided
by the Leap Motion and were packaged with the Weka suite were tested in this
study. The analysis of the results performed in Chapter 5 indicated that Random
Forest was the best overall performing classifier. As such, only Random Forest
will be discussed in detail in the next section.

2.3.1 Random Forest

The random forest technique for classification is derived from an earlier metaalgorithm called bootstrap aggregating, also known as bagging. To address the
weakness of overfitting inherent in decision trees, bagging generates a large
'forest' of decision trees and takes the mode of the output of the entire set of
trees [23]. Given a training set S of size n, bagging generates m new training
subsets by sampling from S with replacement, where m is equal to the desired
number of trees generated to create the forest. Typically, between 64 and 128
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trees are used within the machine learning community, and the Weka suite
defaults to m=100 for its forest generation process [18].
By sampling with replacement, some observations may be repeated in
multiple subsets, and the odds of selecting any one observation are not altered in
subsequent selections. A decision tree is generated from each of the subsets,
where each node corresponds to a feature and each leaf corresponds to either a
class or the probability distribution over the list of possible classes. Each tree is
formed by splitting its source set by its best predicting features via a top-down
greedy algorithm, repeating until splitting no longer adds value to the prediction.

Figure 2.3 Decision Tree Example

Random forests operate on the same scheme as bagging, generating a
forest in the same way with only one major difference. Instead of selecting from
the entire set of features at each candidate split of the tree generation process,
the random forest algorithm selects from a random subset of the features at each
split [21]. Typically, if one or a few features in the entire feature set are very
10

strong predictors for the class output, these features will be selected in a
disproportionate number of m trees in the forest. This alteration of the selection
step is intended to address the issue of heavy correlation of trees in a forest
using the standard bagging method. The typical size of a feature subset from the
total feature set of size f is the square root of f rounded down.

2.4 Performance Measurements

Once a classification model has been trained, performance metrics are
necessary to measure how accurate its predictions are. Four commonly used
measurements in machine learning are accuracy, precision, recall, and F-score
[12]. These values are calculated from the number of true positives (TP), true
negatives (TN), false positives (FP), and false negatives (FN) generated by the
classifier during testing. Positives are defined as being selected by the classifier,
while negatives are defined as not selected by the classifier [8].
Accuracy represents the overall correctness of a classifier’s predictions,
and is calculated by dividing the number of correct classifications by the total
number of classifications.

Figure 2.4 Accuracy Formula
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Accuracy alone is not a sufficient measure of a classifier’s performance,
as it is vulnerable to outliers in the data set. For example, if a data set has very
few observations of a particular type, and a classifier never predicts that type
under any circumstances, a high accuracy score can still be achieved since the
number of TN would be very high.
Precision and recall are additional metrics that can be used to supplement
the accuracy score. Precision is calculated by dividing the number of correct
classifications of a type by the total number of predicted classifications of that
type. This is particularly useful when the user desires reliable results from the
classifier. Recall is calculated by dividing the number of correct classifications of
a type by the total number of instances of that type. This metric is important when
the user wishes to capture the largest number of correct results.

Figure 2.5 Recall And Precision Formulas

To better balance the results of precision and recall, a weighted harmonic
mean of the two values is often used. This mean, called the F-score, F1 score, or
F-measure, is calculated as follows:
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Figure 2.6 F-Score Formula

If either the precision or recall is considered to be the more important of
the two, than a weight can be applied to adjust the F-score accordingly. However,
the precision and recall are usually weighted equally, resulting in what is called a
Balanced F-score [12].

2.5 Waikato Environment For Knowledge Analysis (Weka)

Weka is a popular suite of machine learning tools and algorithms designed for
data mining tasks and publicly available. It is developed by University of Waikato,
New Zealand, and is currently licensed under the GNU General Public License. It
provides data pre-processing, classification, and visualization tools for data
analysis, as well as a large collection of classification algorithms that can be
called from Java code or accessed via a user-friendly GUI. The popularity of
Weka within the machine learning community, combined with its extensive
functionality provided through its Java packages, make it an ideal

machine

learning engine for classifier analysis. This study uses version 3.613 of Weka,
which at the time of implementation was the most recent stable release.
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Chapter 3
RELATED WORKS

Although there are currently no known studies which extensively catalog
classifier performance with the Leap Motion, there are a handful of academic
papers covering experimental systems which explore the overall effectiveness of
applying

machine

learning

principles

to

improve

gesture

recognition

performance. Each of these systems utilize different classification algorithms and
collect a unique set of gestures to stress test the Leap Motion's functional
capabilities. These works provide both the inspiration for this work and a solid
foundation with which to build on to improve the Leap Motion's performance. This
section briefly covers the implementation, strengths, and weaknesses of each of
these systems.

3.1 American Sign Language Recognition System

Chuan et al. developed a Leap Motion-based recognition system which detects
the 26 letters of the American Sign Language (ASL) alphabet in 2014 [4]. Over
7900 observations, each of which were 5 seconds in length, were collected from
two faculty members at the University of North Florida, one of whom was a deaf
person in deaf education. 5 different features were collected throughout the
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recording process for machine learning, namely pinch strength, grab strength,
average distance, average speed, and average tri-spread. 4-fold cross validation
was used for supervised classification training.

Figure 3.1 Example Signs For Letters In ASL

K-nearest neighbor (k = 7) and support vector machines (SVM) were used
to classify the letters, with results showing highest average accuracy rates of
72.78% and 79.83% respectively. Although the collection source size was very
small, a respectively large data set was collected (over 300 per gesture) for each
gesture, and the gesture set was significantly large enough to stress the
capabilities of the classifiers and the developed classification system.
Unfortunately, the nature of ASL is such that only one of the gestures involves
real time movement during a recording, with the rest being static gestures.
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3.2 Arabic Sign Language Recognition System

A very similar sign language detection system was developed by Elons et al. and
applied to a set of 50 different gestures representing words in the Arabic Sign
Language (ArSL) [5]. The size of the data set that was collected, the feature set
used, and the participants in the study were not stated in their academic paper.
The main difference from the work performed by Chuan et al. is that a MultiLayer Perceptron neural network (MLP) was selected as the classifier of choice
for training. The reported results indicate an average accuracy rate of 88% using
MLP, although direct comparisons between the works of Chuan and Elons are
difficult due to the use of widely different gesture sets.

3.3 CNN Gesture Recognition System

McCartney et al. developed a Leap Motion gesture recognition system which
utilized convolutional neural networks (CNN) to classify the data set [15]. 100
participants from the staff and student body of the Rochester Institute of
Technology recorded 9600 observations (800 per gesture) over a set of 12
different gestures. The gesture set consists of a one finger tap, two finger tap,
swipe, wipe, grab, release, and a pinch, as well as a finger drawn check mark,
figure 8, lower case 'e', capital case 'E', and capital case 'F'. Recordings
generally lasted around 100 to 200 frames at 100 frames per second, and 15
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different features were stated to be recorded for each frame. The results from the
use of CNN as the classifier show an accuracy rate of 92.4%. The paper written
on this system discussed exploring other classifiers such as the hidden markov
model, but was unable to get far in that direction at the time of writing.

Figure 3.2 Gestures As Sequence Of Lines Detected By Leap Motion

3.4 Rapid Dynamic Gesture Recognition System

Chen et al. developed a separate Leap Motion gesture detection system which
relied on SVM as its main classifier, and was designed to correctly classify a
gesture before the full gesture had been performed [3]. Data was collected for 36
different gestures, which consist of finger drawings of Arabic numerals (0 to 9)
and the English alphabet capitalized (A to Z). 3600 observations (100 per
gesture) were recorded, although it is not stated how many participants
contributed to the data set. 70% of the data set was used for training and the
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remaining used for testing, but cross-validation was not used. Which features are
tracked are not indicated in their academic paper.

Figure 3.3 Early Recognition Of Dynamic Gestures

Separate classification models were developed using 50%, 70%, and then
80% of each recorded observation in the data set. This was done to see how well
the Leap Motion can correctly and rapidly classify gestures without reading in the
entire gesture. The average classification accuracy rates when trained on 50%,
70%, 80%, and 100% of the sample data using SVM were observed to be
91.63%, 94.06%, 96.03%, and 98.24% respectively. The results showed that
using more of each observation in the data set resulted in diminishing returns.
Unfortunately, the development team did not test out other existing classification
algorithms or developed one of there own, although they did list these
shortcomings as part of their future work.
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Chapter 4
METHODOLOGY

4.1 Gesture Selection

A total of 12 different gestures representing a variety of dynamic hand
movements were used in this study. The goal was to test classifier performance
with a number of gestures of varying complexity, which fall into two main
categories. The first category consists of 6 single-finger drawings of various
shapes and signs, where certain features such as the number of fingers held up
or whether the palm is closed would not help uniquely identify gestures. The
second category consists of 6 hand gestures which are commonly used in
everyday interaction and are clearly distinguishable from one another.
Only right-handed gestures were recorded and used during the training
portion of this study. This was done to simplify and expedite the data collection
process, as a left handed gesture must be classified as a separate gesture from
its right handed counterpart while still needing to be mapped to the same action.
Ultimately, making new gesture classifications for the left hand would not have
added to this project.

19

4.1.1 Finger-Drawn Dynamic Gestures

This set of 6 gestures consists of various shapes and letters drawn by a single
finger of an otherwise closed-fist hand. These gestures are also of varying
complexity to test classifier performance, ranging from simple triangles that
typically last not much more than 100 frames, to more complex shapes that
approach or even exceed 300 frames. Participants were shown drawn images
with direction arrows, and were asked to draw the same shapes with one finger
only. They were encouraged to vary the performance of each recorded gesture in
terms of speed, location, and size, to reflect the performance variations of the
same gesture that might take place in practical usages of the Leap Motion. The
most complex of these gestures are not likely to be utilized in any practical
applications of the Leap Motion, but are not so complex as to be ridiculous or
difficult to perform. Sample visual images of these performed gestures read in by
the Leap Motion can be found in Appendix A.

4.1.2 Full Hand Dynamic Gestures

This set of 6 gestures consists of commonly used hand motions to express
particular ideas with people or perform particular actions with certain items. They
were in part selected for their features which help to uniquely identify gestures
from one another. The gestures used in this set are a hand wave, a downward
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hand chop, a sideways hand slap, an a-ok gesture, a closed-fist punch, and a
thumb-index finger pinch. Sample visual images of these performed gestures
read in by the Leap Motion can be found in Appendix B.
Participants providing data were asked to perform gestures as they best
saw fit, so long as people could clearly and readily identify the gestures.
Gestures could be performed anywhere within the detection range of the Leap
Motion, and they could be performed at whichever speed the participant wished
so long as it was within reason. That said, recorded gestures in this set were
generally between 100 and 200 frames in length.

4.2 Feature Selection

This project collects a number of features that are provided by the Leap Motion
API to improve the overall performance of the generated classification models.
These features provide direct information regarding the positioning and
movement of the recorded hand and fingers. A total of 23 different features
regarding the fingers, palm, and entire hand were utilized. Some of these
features, such as the number of frames the entire hand was closed or the
number of frames the hand moved to the right, were used as ratios over the total
number of frames in a gesture to better handle gestures of varying length. The
table of features used can be found in Appendix C.
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4.3 Data Collection

A total of 11 different participants consisting of students on the campus of the
California Polytechnic State University volunteered to contribute to this project.
They were asked to perform each of the 12 gestures a number of times within the
recording range of the Leap Motion. A total of 3000 observations evenly split over
the set of gestures (250 observations per gesture) were collected. To avoid
potential overfitting issues with the data, a concerted effort was made so that
data collection could be as evenly distributed among the participants as possible.
Furthermore, participants were encouraged to perform gestures in different spots
of the Leap Motion's camera field, and to vary the speed and space required to
perform their gestures within reason.
To both aid participants in correctly performing the requested gestures and
provide active feedback, a visualizer provided with the Leap Motion SDK was
displayed on a screen. This allowed participants to see how the Leap Motion was
detecting the hand, fingers, and joints in real time, and served as visual
confirmation of the gestures they were performing. Furthermore, it served to
show if the Leap Motion was not properly recording a gesture in cases where
there were clear and significant differences between the actual gesture
performed and the detected observation displayed on the screen.

22

Figure 4.1 Visualizer Screenshot

Possibly due to hardware limitations in the Leap Motion cameras, a small
but notable portion of gestures were not detected properly. The visualizer would
show that the cameras would sometimes start recording halfway through a
gesture, cut off before the end of a gesture, or detect a completely different (and
sometimes humanly impossible) gesture then the one actually performed. Some
gestures were more error prone than others, which added to the difficulty for the
participants and ultimately limited the amount of data that could be collected.
These erroneous recordings were not included in the data set of 3000
observations, as the study is not designed to address hardware issues. As a
result, performance scores in this study are expected to be significantly higher
than what would be achieved in practical applications of the Leap Motion device.
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4.4 Labeling

Observations recorded by the Leap Motion can only be saved as a list of Frame
objects, which are defined in the Leap Motion API. In order to perform feature
extraction for use in classifier training, the frame lists must be serialized into byte
arrays. These observations must then be labeled in order to correctly identify
them. These labels are obtained during recording, where the end of each
performed gesture is followed up by a user prompt to name the gesture. A simple
wrapper class containing a field for the gesture name given by the user is applied
to each serialized list. For this study, each of the 12 gestures was assigned a
letter from a to l for identification. Simple letters were chosen to expedite the
manual entry of gesture names. The letter assigned to each of these gestures
can be found in Appendix A and B.
Since gesture names must be manually entered, the following systematic
data collection process was implemented to handle potential entry errors. Each
participants was requested to record 20 observations of a gesture at a time, until
all 12 gestures had been cycled through. This collection process was repeated
until the participant could no longer contribute further to the study. The data set
was then immediately checked for any incorrect naming errors. Since each data
entry had the name of the gesture at the beginning of each line in the data file,
and observations of the same gesture were saved in blocks of 20, finding and
correcting incorrect names proved to be a relatively painless process.
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4.5 Extraction

Once every gesture in the data set has been properly labeled, each gesture is
then deserialized and mapped to its feature set. These features are extracted
from each frame in the gesture and are tracked in a map of feature names to its
values. This information is saved to a generated Attribute-Relation File Format
(ARFF) file, which Weka requires in order to perform classification training. The
ARFF was designed by the developers of Weka to hold compartmentalized
header and data sections in an ASCII text file. The header section contains the
names of each feature, whereas the data section contains the rows of data value
known as instances.

Figure 4.2 Example ARFF Text File
25

4.6 Training

Weka operates by taking in a labeled set of gesture data, which is split into a
training set and a testing set. In this study, data sets of 1200, 1800, 2400, and
3000 observations were used to examine if there were any significant differences
in classifier performance as the data set used for training and testing grew. Every
observation used in the smaller data files were also used in the larger data files,
with additional recordings added to the smaller data files to create the larger data
files. These data file sizes were selected to keep the number of observations for
each of the 12 gestures equal, meaning that the files contained 100, 150, 200,
and 250 observations of each gesture respectively.
The training set produced in ten-fold cross validation is used to perform
the actual training, although the portions of the data set thrown into each of the
ten folds can be randomized. Weka allows this feature by taking in a seed to
determine the randomization of the data allocation process. To determine
whether this randomization produces wildly divergent performance results after
training, 5 randomly generated seeds were passed into Weka in order to produce
5 different training and test runs for each of the 4 data sets. It is both desired and
expected that there should be no significant differences among the different runs
in the performance results, which are analyzed in detail in Section 5.
As previously mentioned, Weka provided 47 compatible classifiers at the
time of implementation. A classification model with a system of rules generated
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during training had to be created for each classifier. The performance of these
models are evaluated using the test set by essentially hiding the gesture labels
during testing. While the list of classifiers covered in this study is not
comprehensive, it does cover some of the most commonly used classifiers as
provided by one of the most popular machine learning suites in use.
Furthermore, Weka is regularly maintained and continually adds more classifiers
to its library, meaning that it is likely to remain relevant and suitable for further
testing for many years to come. The listing of every classifier used in this study
can be found in Appendix D.

4.7 Evaluation

Once training has been completed and produced a classification model for every
classifier, the performance of these models with a set of unlabeled data must be
assessed. The test fold of the data set provides the unlabeled data with which to
evaluate performance. Features are extracted in the same way they were during
training, and are passed to each classifier. The predictions for each gesture
found in the test set are compared with the actual label for each gesture, and
performance is evaluated based on these comparisons. All performance metrics
for each run were printed to a CSV file for analysis.
In addition to calculating the performance metrics for each classification
model, this study also measured the run time of the training and testing stages
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for each model with a data set of 1200, 1800, 2400, and 3000 observations. The
ability of a classifier to handle large amounts of data in a reasonable amount of
time becomes crucial as data sets in the real world continue to grow.
Development concerns in machine learning may be such that very slight
increases in prediction performance at the cost of significant runtime increases
may not be worthwhile.
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Chapter 5
RESULTS

The study generated a significant body of results which were analyzed to better
understand classifier performance with different kinds of gestures in tandem with
the Leap Motion. Scores from each of the test runs were compared and were
found to be very consistent across all metrics and classifiers. The largest
variance in performance scores never exceeded 3%, and most were within 1%.
This proved true even between runs of different data sizes, indicating that
classifiers gained diminishing returns despite increased run times after a certain
data size is reached. However, several classifiers had issues with the data set of
1200 observations, and the Logistic classifier would not run with such a small
data set. The table of performance metrics for each classifier in each run can be
viewed in the link provided in Appendix D.

5.1 RQ1: Which Gestures Worked Best For This Study?

One of the more notable findings from the results was that most classifiers did
extremely well in accurately predicting the second set of gestures consisting of
full hand movement. This set of gestures generally had a wide range of uniquely
identifying features that distinguished gestures from one another. With few
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exceptions, most performance scores were generally within the 90 th percentile,
with a handful of the best performing classifiers reaching 100% scores for some
gestures. While the high scoring can be attributed in part to the exclusion of
faulty gesture recordings from the data set, it is also likely that the gestures in
this set were too unique from one another to be much of a challenge for any
halfway competent classifier.

Table 5.1 Sample Of Classifier Results For Full-Hand Gestures
Gesture G (Wave)
Classifier

Gesture H (Punch)

P

R

F

P

R

F

Bagging

96.12%

99.20%

97.64%

99.19%

98.40%

98.90%

Best-First
Tree

95.64%

96.40%

96.02%

98.80%

98.80%

98.80%

Dagging

98.40%

98.40%

98.40%

98.01%

98.40%

98.20%

Random
Forest

99.60%

99.60%

99.60%

99.21%

100.00%

99.60%

Simple
Logistic

100.00%

99.60%

99.80%

99.60%

100.00%

99.80%

Thankfully, the first set of gestures containing closed-hand finger drawings
proved to be a more significant challenge, and hence a more useful barometer
for classifier performance. These gestures share a significant number of features
in common, such as the number of raised fingers, the extremely short distance
between fingertips, and the small space within the closed palm. This meant that
prediction models had less uniquely identifying information to work with, and
prediction accuracy dropped as a result. Although the results obtained from the
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second set of gestures were not counted out in this study, further discussion in
this document regarding classifier performance pertains mostly to the first set of
gestures.
On average, the most complex hand gestures produced better
performance scores across all of the classifiers tested. The more time and
motion a particular gesture took to perform during recording, the fewer false
positives and false negatives a classifier generally suffered with that gesture as a
result. It had been hypothesized before running this study that simpler and
shorter gestures would be easier to accurately predict due to there being less
noise to muddle through. However, it turned out that the additional frames and
the larger set of uniquely identifying features improved predictions significantly.

Table 5.2 Sample Of Classifier Results For Finger-Drawn Gestures
Gesture A (Triangle)
Classifier

Gesture B (Uppercase W)

P

R

F

P

R

F

Bagging

71.26%

70.40%

70.83%

85.97%

76.00%

80.68%

Best-First
Tree

61.18%

58.00%

59.55%

69.03%

74.00%

71.43%

Dagging

52.54%

24.80%

33.70%

79.79%

60.00%

68.49%

Random
Forest

74.31%

75.20%

74.75%

87.30%

88.00%

87.65%

Simple
Logistic

76.32%

69.60%

72.80%

90.00%

90.00%

90.00%
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5.2 RQ2: What Were The Best Performing Classifiers?

Assuming that run times are not a concern, a solid set of classifiers performed
very well across all gestures in this study. However, several in particular stood
out among all of the classifiers used. In terms of pure predictive performance,
Logistic Model Trees (LMT) came out on top. It consistently topped 90%
accuracy and averaged over 80% on its overall f-score across all test runs.
However, the run time for the predictive model trained with this classifier was
consistently over 1200 seconds for a data set of just 3000 observations, making
it too slow for most practical applications. The use of smaller data sets somewhat
reduced the run time, but LMT still proved far slower than alternative classifiers.

Table 5.3 Average Results For Best Scoring Classifiers Over 5 Runs
Classifier

Time(sec)

Accuracy

Precision

Recall

F-Score

Random
Forest

64.59

89.99%

89.94%

89.99%

89.95%

Decorate

1512.98

85.53%

85.60%

85.53%

85.55%

END

55.39

88.04%

88.06%

88.04%

88.04%

FT

54.36

88.83%

88.84%

88.83%

88.82%

LMT

1244.57

89.88%

89.88%

89.88%

89.87%

Logistic
Regression

2167.03

88.47%

88.53%

88.47%

88.49%

Rotation
Forest

78.72

89.37%

89.32%

89.37%

89.32%

Simple
Logistic

225.89

88.65%

88.70%

88.65%

88.66%
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A handful of classifiers with only slightly inferior performance but much
more reasonable run times stood out in this study, in particular the Ensemble of
Nested Dichotomies (END), Function Trees (FT), Random Forest, Rotation
Forest, and Simple Logistic Regression. Of these classifiers, the best performing
and one of the fastest was Random Forest. It averaged only 64.59 seconds of
run time with a data set of 3000 observations, and its accuracy scored between
89.57% to 90.27% compared to LMT's range of 89.03% to 90.30% over 5 test
runs. The f-score range for Random Forest was between 79.86% to 80.77%
compared to LMT's range of 78.69% to 81.33%. In fact, every one of the average
performance metrics for Random Forest were slightly higher than that for LMT
due to a low scoring outlier run with LMT which slightly brought down it's average
scores.
The overall best classifier based on these results is Random Forest due to
its spectacular accuracy and small run times. However, it must be stressed that
this study does not conclude that Random Forest, or any other classifier that
performed well with the Leap Motion, should be considered the zenith of
classifiers. Classifier performance depends heavily on the data used, and there is
simply no one classifier that can be applied with consistent results across all
given problems. Determining the best classifier for a particular problem is
unfortunately still more of an art than science currently, and can often devolve
into pure trial-and-error. A similar experiment with the Leap Motion which doesn't
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track every single feature covered in this study or use a significantly different
data set could potentially produce different results.

5.3 RQ3: Did Certain Classifiers Favor Particular Gesture Types?

Part of the aim of this study was to see if certain classifiers would perform better
with certain types of gestures or even a particular gesture, while performing
worse with other gestures compared to other classifiers. Since this study sought
to improve machine learning accuracy as much as possible, it was anticipated
that perhaps the best approach would be to mix and match with a set of
classifiers to fit different situations and needs. However, the results showed that
the best classifiers performed consistently better than other classifiers across all
of the gestures tested in this study. This indicates that perhaps the best approach
to machine learning is to simplify the process and stick to only one or two
classifiers that are known to reliably produce good results across the board.
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Chapter 6
FUTURE WORK

The primary focus of this study is to stress test classifiers in order to determine
its suitability for human-computer interaction with gesture-based devices such as
the Leap Motion. Considering the lack of challenge that the full hand dynamic
gestures in this study provided, it would have been better to add additional
gestures that were similar to each other, such as a fist pump versus a fist bump.
Alternatively, static gestures up to and including sign language could be explored
in future work to examine classifier performance.
This study stuck with preset features provided by the Leap Motion API with
the idea that software developers wishing to integrate the Leap Motion to their
products would avoid developing their own features in order to streamline
development. That said, it would be worthwhile to explore additional features
developers could implement to potentially improve the performance of the Leap
Motion. Some example features that could be implemented include the fingertip
angle, which calculates the angle of each finger in relation to the hand
orientation, and the fingertip elevation, which calculates the distance of the
fingertips from the plane corresponding to the palm region [13].
A major limitation of the Leap Motion that was discovered during data
collection was that the device had a very limited camera field range. The limited
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angle of view of the cameras meant that certain gestures could not be recorded
properly depending on the placement of the Leap Motion. In a simple but critical
example, the device could not detect the thumb of a thumbs up gesture when the
device was laid flat on the table, meaning that the gesture was indistinguishable
from a simple closed fist. An idea worth considering would be putting together
multiple Leap Motions to capture gestures at different angles, or even pairing up
a Leap Motion with another gesture detection device, such as a Kinect or a
RealSense camera.
Weka has been continuously maintained and updated throughout the
implementation of this study, and now features additional classifiers which were
not available at the time of implementation. Furthermore, a number of userdeveloped plugins have recently been released for Weka, adding additional
classifiers not normally included with the standard release such as Convoluted
Neural Network and Hidden Markov Models. This study aims to cover as many
relevant classifiers as possible, and the training code can easily be added to for
future work.
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Chapter 7
CONCLUSION

This project sought to examine the most suitable classifiers for adding developerdefined gestures to the Leap Motion as accurately and efficiently as possible. A
simple system was developed to store recordings from different participants, then
use the data to train, test, and evaluate the classification models. The results
showed that certain classifiers were found wanting due to poor prediction
accuracy and/or significantly slow run times. Furthermore, a small subset of
classifiers performed particularly well and are suitable for development with the
Leap Motion. Although Random Forest shone the most in this particular study,
developers have a number of classifier options to fall back on, even if they
extract a slightly different feature set or add a different set of custom gestures.
Previous known studies had experimented with pairing machine learning
with the Leap Motion, but only explored a handful of classifiers at best. By
contrast, this document covers a formal study of a large set of commonly used
classifiers to statistically establish the best performing classifiers. This study will
hopefully serve as a foundation for evaluating classifier performance in a number
of development scenarios involving gesture based devices such as the Leap
Motion.
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APPENDICES

Appendix A
FINGER DRAWN DYNAMIC GESTURES

This appendix contains images of each of the 6 gestures that make up the
second gesture set used for this project. The images were obtained from the
Visualizer program included with the Leap Motion API, and reflect what the Leap
Motion cameras capture from the user.

Figure A.1 Gesture A (Triangle)
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Figure A.2 Gesture B (Uppercase W)

Figure A.3 Gesture C (Loop)
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Figure A.4 Gesture D (Uppercase P)

Figure A.5 Gesture E (Squiggle 1)
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Figure A.6 Gesture F (Squiggle 2)
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Appendix B
FULL HAND DYNAMIC GESTURES

This appendix contains images of each of the 6 gestures that make up the first
set of gestures used for this project. The images were obtained from the
Visualizer program included with the Leap Motion API, and reflect what the Leap
Motion cameras capture from the user.

Figure B.1 Gesture G (Wave)
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Figure B.2 Gesture H (Punch)

Figure B.3 Gesture I (Chop)
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Figure B.4 Gesture J (Slap)

Figure B.5 Gesture K (Pinch)
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Figure B.6 Gesture L (A-Ok)
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Appendix C
FEATURE SET

Features

Description

ZeroFingerFramesRatio

The ratio of frames over the entire gesture where the hand
has no fingers extended

OneFingerFramesRatio

The ratio of frames over the entire gesture where the hand
has one finger extended

TwoFingerFramesRatio

The ratio of frames over the entire gesture where the hand
has two fingers extended

ThreeFingerFramesRatio

The ratio of frames over the entire gesture where the hand
has three fingers extended

FourFingerFramesRatio

The ratio of frames over the entire gesture where the hand
has four fingers extended

FiveFingerFramesRatio

The ratio of frames over the entire gesture where the hand
has all five fingers extended

RightFramesRatio

The ratio of frames over the entire gesture where the hand
is moving in the positive direction along the x-axis (right)

LeftFramesRatio

The ratio of frames over the entire gesture where the hand
is moving in the negative direction along the x-axis (left)

UpFramesRatio

The ratio of frames over the entire gesture where the hand
is moving in the positive direction along the y-axis (up)

DownFramesRatio

The ratio of frames over the entire gesture where the hand
is moving in the negative direction along the xyaxis (down)

BackwardFramesRatio

The ratio of frames over the entire gesture where the hand
is moving in the positive direction along the z-axis (back)

ForwardFramesRatio

The ratio of frames over the entire gesture where the hand
is moving in the negative direction along the z-axis
(forward)

AverageTipDistance

The average distance in mm between the fingertips
throughout the gesture

AverageGrabStrength

The average grab strength measured as a float between 0
and 1 (0 for open hand, 1 for fully closed)

AveragePinchStrength

The average pinch strength measured as a float between 0
and 1 (0 for open thumb and index finger, 1 for fully
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closed)
AveragePitch

The average pitch angle (radians) of the palm with respect
to the horizontal plane

AverageYaw

The average yaw angle (radians) of the palm with respect
to the horizontal plane

AverageRoll

The average roll angle (radians) of the palm with respect to
the horizontal plane

AverageXPalmVelocity

The average velocity of the palm along the x-axis (mm per
frame)

AverageYPalmVelocity

The average velocity of the palm along the y-axis (mm per
frame)

AverageZPalmVelocity

The average velocity of the palm along the z-axis (mm per
frame)

AveragePalmSphereRadius The radius in mm of an imaginary sphere fitted to the
curvature of the palm of the hand
AverageScaleFactor

The average scale change between frames derived from the
hand's movement over the entire gesture

Table C.1 Gesture Features
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Appendix D
DATA AND RESULTS REPOSITORY

The performance metrics of each classifier for every test run, as well as the data
set used to run the training and testing, has been made available at
https://github.com/hobbes1021/thesis-results for public viewing. The metrics
tables provide the precision, recall, and f-score for each of the 12 gestures, as
well as the overall run time, accuracy, precision, recall, and f-score.
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